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to you allto you all
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Welcome back to another year with Aloha Dream, unfortunately we
have lost quite a few members in the last couple of years for one
reason or another, sadly eyesight seems to be one of the reasons, so
we will try and keep the print to a reasonable size as much as possible.

We have received some good articles from members for this issue
many thanks to you all, its a great help to me as it gets harder to find
material to write about, so please keep the articles and letters coming.
This issue sees the final part of Anthony Lis’s article on Guy Cundell, 
we thank Anthony for all the hard work he puts into these articles and
we look forward to more in future.

Aldyth Fletcher informed us that Norman had an operation a couple of
weeks ago, and thankfully he is doing well, we wish him a speedy
recovery, and also to other members who are recovering from illnesses.

The meeting at Shustoke had been rescheduled for:-
Friday the 11th May.

Shustoke Sailing Club, Reservoir Drive, Shustoke, B46 2BE.
From 12.30pm.

We hope as many of you as possible can attended, as we are getting a
little thin on the ground to say the least.

I’m sure some of us will be going to the restaurant over the road, as we
will need to book please let me know as soon as possible if you’re
interested. 

Mahalo Nui Loa  
Pat and Basil.

Keep your articles
and letters coming,

how about some life stories
from members,

don’t forget this is 
your mag.



Jeff Apaka is nice. He is part Hawaiian, part Chinese and a few more parts; he embodies the finest
Hawaiian traits. In his roles as a professional “showman” and a compassionate community leader,
he taps into his gift of kindheartedness and uses his innate talents to make life in Hawai‘i a little better
for everyone.

It wasn’t easy getting to where he is. Jeff’s father, renowned romantic baritone Alfred ‘Aholo Apaka,
died at age 40 when Jeff was just 13. Besides a career as an entertainer and producer, Jeff had a
family kuleana to care for two of his elders. Blending his gift of compassion into his entertainment tal-
ents led him to a long career with Waikīkī Community Center as a community relations director. Now
in his own kūpuna years, Jeff is a protector of his beloved Waikīkī community, and the elders who
live there.

His early life was split between Hawai‘i and Beverly Hills. When he was 6, the movies and TV drew
the Apaka family to Beverly Hills with the help of Bob Hope. Billboards, neon lights and Hollywood
glitz fascinated little Jeff, with bigger-than- life director, actor and studio executive “neighbors” like
Caesar “Butch” Romeo and The Andrews Sisters. Beverly Hills High School schoolmates included
Rob Reiner, Rick Dreyfus and Albert Brooks.

Alfred Apaka’s crossover career was hot. From his start at Don the Beachcomber (now The Interna-
tional Marketplace), his records began selling on the mainland. Postwar thirst for Hawaiian music
was driven by a hundred thousand veterans who had fallen in love with the romantic, soothing airs of
steel guitars, ‘ukulele and island tunes sung by luscious Hawaiian voices like Apaka’s. 
In the ’50s, aloha shirts were the rage and the “Hawaii Calls” radio show broadcast around the world. 

Hawai‘i greets the rest of the world at Waikīkī. Each year, 
millions of tourists compare their Hawai‘i brochures to the first im-

pressions they get from the world’s most famous beach community.
Jeff Apaka grew up there, entertains there, works as community 
relations director for Waikīkī Community Center and sits on the

Waikīkī Neighborhood Board No. 9. 
He is a serious advocate for his community.

Hawai‘i operates on a delightful mix of pragmatism and 
altruism. We are very practical people who can make something 

from nothing, solve problems and find a way to do 
whatever is needed. We don’t think about rewards as much 
as we care about helping others. The highest praise is when 

a kūpuna says we are “nice.” That one word means we 
manage our kuleana (responsibilities) well, respect our

community and try to make decisions that help people around 
us feel more comforted, happy and secure.

Jeff Apaka: 
Compassion in Action
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Sellout crowds at The Lexington Hotel’s Hawaiian Room in
New York City clamored for the tunes of Alfred Apaka, “the
darling of Manhattan;” Mahi Beamer; John Kameaaloha
Almeida; Haunani Kahalewai; Nina Keali’iwahamana; Clara
Inter (Hilo Hattie); and the Ray Kinney band.

Jeff’s dad appeared on “The Ed Sullivan Show” and “The Dinah
Shore Show.” Bob Hope helped him get a contract to help Henry
J. Kaiser popularize his new Hawaiian Village Hotel in Waikīkī.
The sky was the limit.
Fame often takes its toll on families. When Jeff was in the fourth
grade, his parents divorced and he returned to Honolulu with

Mom. He began exploring his own performing talents. During eighth grade at San Rafael Military Academy,
tragedy struck — Alfred’s heart suddenly failed during a game of handball — and Dad was gone.

Jeff took it hard. He spent two years at a Jesuit seminary in
Canada before returning to Beverly Hills High School, where he
graduated in 1964. He went alone to his audition for the Ameri-
can Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York City, and joined a
class with Danny Devito and Melanie Safka. He also took acting
classes at Fordham University and in 1968, he was singing the
mainland nightclub circuit when he had an offer to debut in Hon-
olulu with his own show at the Monarch Room of the Royal
Hawaiian Hotel. Things started to happen; he was signed to
Capitol Records. Among all the Waikīkī entertainers, Jeff was
always the baby; the youngest.

In performing arts, Jeff is his own man. “My voice is like my dad’s but not as romantic — my strength
is as a song and dance showman. I had piano and violin lessons when I was young and I love music,
but Dad wanted to be a physician, not a singer. He encouraged me to do well in in my studies, but
creating live productions is my passion; I can do almost anything onstage.” Jeff also writes skits, di-
rects and produces. His creativity, eye for detail and organization skills make him a talented event
producer and manager.

From 1979 to 1983, Jeff starred with Audrey Meyers in the popular “Here is
Hawai‘i” stage show written by Keola Beamer and produced by the late Tom
Moffatt at the Maui Surf Hotel (now The Westin Maui Resort & Spa).

“That was my favorite gig. We had live rain, snow, an erupting volcano
and falling stars onstage. For the “Honolulu City Lights” number, a big
moon glowed over a silhouette of the Honolulu skyline as the lights
came on in the buildings. A great show transports the audience to their
deepest emotions: love, longing, joy and laughter. That’s why we had
so much fun doing it and audiences loved it,” said Jeff. “Smiling and
laughter is so important to health and longevity, and nothing brings more
joy to people than live shows.”

After the Maui show, Jeff returned to Waikīkī to become a caregiver for his
maternal grandmother and paternal grandfather. Nobody ever gets training
for family caregiving. When the time came, he had the right stuff to honor
his kūpuna and keep himself going — compassion and lots of energy.

After his kūpuna passed, Jeff built a career, first entertaining passengers as a cruise director on The
Independence and The Constitution. Later, he produced the shows.

Alfred Apaka, 1919 –1960

Auntie shows Jeff some hula.
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“During this time, I was also the chief barker for Va-
riety Club: A Children’s Charity. On Christmas Eve,
1928, a club for entertainers in Pittsburgh found a
baby abandoned in their theater and took her to
raise. Today, Variety Clubs in many states aid chil-
dren,” said Jeff. The chief barker (club board presi-
dent) organizes fundraising events. Jeff’s success
with Variety Club of Hawai‘i impressed the late Gerri
Lee, who then recruited him to run fundraising
events for the Waikīkī Community Center.

On the flip side, Jeff Apaka is a community leader. In the tradition
of Hawaiian performers, his “day job” is critical for residents of
Waikīkī. Last month, he celebrated 25 years as community rela-
tions director for the WCC on Paoakalani Avenue. In his spare
time, he has been serving on the Waikīkī Neighborhood Board
No. 9 for the last 18 years. Waiki¯ki¯ residents often see Jeff
strolling with Ponoli‘i (the righteous one), his 13-year-old Chi-
huahua—a kūpuna “puppy.”

“When I grew up on Launiu Street, homes had gardens, hedges,
coconut trees — no highrises. The Waikīkī neighborhood was full
of Hawaiian families. Local kine beach boys ruled the beach and
tourism was just beginning to boom. Later, mainland surfers
moved in and brought drugs with them. The stretch from Lili-
uokalani Avenue to Kapahulu Avenue came to be called ‘The Jun-
gle,’ a pejorative description that portrayed our home as tenement
housing for kānaka maoli.”

“That was not the truth. Hawaiian seniors residing in this moderate- living
community wanted nothing to do with addicts, who not only ran the
streets but also renamed old shore breaks so that the Hawaiian names
eventually became lost.

In 1977, Sen. Hiram Fong Jr. and Gov. George Ariyoshi founded the
WCC by putting Gerri Lee’s Waikīkī Senior Program in the old St. Au-
gustine parochial school buildings and Dr. Chong’s Waikīkī Health in the
vacant convent. Today, WCC also includes the Early Learning Center
for preschoolers and an active thrift store.

The board members, staff and donors of WCC developed a very suc-
cessful nonprofit, offering Waikīkī residents senior health, wellness
and prevention programs, and individual case coordination services
for frail seniors at risk for homelessness. Caroline Hayashi, president
of the nonprofit, said, “Our workshops, activities and educational pro-
grams meet the physical, cognitive, social, emotional and well-being
needs of our kūpuna. 
We have over 70 different activities for seniors every month, from exer-
cise to leisure interests — and free parking for all our activities.”

Alfred Apaka teaching his son, Jeff, the ‘ukelele as 
Mom watches.

Compassion and Business
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May 8, 2017, is the 25th anniversary of the WCC fundraiser, The Duke Kahanamoku Beach Challenge
(formerly, the Ala Wai Challenge). Jeff built this paddling race around some of Hawai‘i’s most cele-
brated watermen — Tommy Holmes, Blue Makua, Michael Tongg, Nappy Napoleon and the late
Myron (Pinky) Thompson. Now, this huge public event is held at Hilton Hawaiian Village on Duke Ka-
hanamoku Beach, where the lawn comes alive with crafters and live entertainment. Canoes bring in
dignitaries to the mauka end of the lagoon for a traditional Hawaiian welcoming protocol to bless the
spirited competition and fun!

“When I was new at WCC, I wondered how I could pull off something like this, but the strength and
inspiration of my kūpuna and my friends in the community led the way to success,” said Jeff. “It’s a
great cause because we help so many kūpuna and keiki.
“Helping is fun. I like escorting seniors on travel tours to outer islands twice a year. At Thanksgiving,
I plan a buffet dinner for kūpuna who have no family here or on the mainland. The Waikīkī Beach
Marriott Resort & Spa and my musician friends help with food, beverage and entertainment.”

Jeff’s roots in Waikīkī are deep. “We all crave identity. I knew my mid-
dle name, ‘Aholo,’ was connected to Dad’s Hawaiian lineage, but our
ties to Queen Lili‘uokalani explain my deep affection for Waikīkī and
Maui’s red carnations. Actually, I did not really choose Waikīkī — my
feet were already permanently planted here in the sands of my an-
cestors. Waikīkī is my kuleana and it makes me whole.”

Princess Lili‘uokalani adopted Jeff’s grand-aunt, Lydia Ka‘ono-
hiponiponiokalani ‘Aholo, when she was 7 days old, after her
mother died in Lahaina, Maui. Lydia played in the princess’s gar-
dens on Wainani Way, Waikīkī, when Lili‘u’s land, Hamohamo, was
an open meadow stretching across Paoakalani Street and the Ala
Wai Canal to Kapahulu and out to the beach. Lydia attended Kawa-
iaha‘o Seminary School for Girls. She was the first graduate of
Kamehameha School in Kalihi and its first Hawaiian language in-
structor. Lydia’s father, Luther ‘Aholo, taught at Lahainaluna Sem-
inary. “Aunty Lydia ‘Aholo told Alfred Apaka to honor Queen
Lili‘uokalani by wearing a double lei of sweet, tiny red carnations
that grew in Luther and Keahi’s yard on ‘Aholo Road in Lahaina.
Today, whenever Jeff performs, he wears white to set off the tradi-
tional ‘Aholo double red carnation lei — and his father’s jade ring.

Jeff talks about the future with the same energy and compassion
that he puts into all his work. “I wish all kids could experience the
mainland living. It would help them relate better to visitors, and
allow them to better appreciate Hawai’i Nei. The ‘āina connects
everything and we must do what we can to protect it. Waikīkī
ahupua‘a extends up Mānoa Valley. A lot of the kingdom is under-
neath the concrete of Waikīkī.”
Jeff recently finished five years starring in and producing a Hawai-
ian show at the Hilton Hawaiian Village. “Visitors still come to
Hawai‘i to hear live Hawaiian music,” he said. He is looking for a
permanent theater home in Waikīkī for an updated live show.

Jeff worries about Waikīkī kūpuna on fixed incomes, and especially
those who are being displaced by high-rise condominiums. “Just a
small increase in the cost of living forces seniors to make choices
about what they can afford to buy. Sometimes the choice is 
between rent and food.

Lydia  Ka‘onohiponiponiokalani
‘Aholo
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Every little thing we can do for them that saves them money helps them keep going and stay in their
homes. I hope everyone who reads this article will support the Waikīkī Community Center. I hope
Waikīkī families will seek WCC services, participate in our programs, volunteer or donate.”
Feeling pity doesn’t help others; action does, but requires a lot of courage. Jeff does not shrink from
his desire to help others. He finds a way to get things done, like the Hawaiians of old.
“Mahalo to all the community leaders and people who have worked with me through the years; I know
your love for this place.”

Jeff makes me think of one 
Alfred Apaka lyric, “Keep a

smile on your lips, brush the
tears from your eyes…” Jeff
energizes his deep compas-

sion to help kūpuna, keiki and
their families — and dry up

their tears. It’s a powerful tal-
ent. Perhaps Jeff’s recipe for

success is worth a try.

Article form the - 
‘Generations

magazine’...Hawai’i’s
Resourse for Life 

by
Katherine Kama‘ema‘e

Smith.

Jeff Apaka misses the peaceful days in Waikīkī 
Part of an article from the ‘Honolulu Magazine’ sent in by John Marsden.

Jeff Apaka misses the peaceful days in Waikīkī when he would pitch a tent in his grandmother’s front yard on
Kūhiō Avenue and fall asleep wrapped in a sleeping bag as the coconut trees swayed to the rhythm of the
passing trades. He loved it when the trees “were doing the hula.” He reminisces about growing up in his family’s
one-story home on Launiu Street—the days before Waikīkī transformed into what he calls an “asphalt jungle.”
“I can recall the beautiful homes and the beautiful hedges and the flowers,” says Apaka, 71. “I love Waikīkī
dearly. It’s just that it’s different. It’s different today than it was yesterday.”
Although he spent much of his youth in Los Angeles with his “pops,” renowned singer Alfred Apaka, he has al-
ways felt rooted in Waikīkī. It was a homecoming of sorts for the younger Apaka when he moved back to his
stomping grounds at 18 and debuted at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel’s Monarch Room in the 1960s.

He now lives on the 23rd floor of a condominium overlooking Kūhiō Avenue. His grandmother’s home is no
longer there—it was replaced by a parking garage.
For nearly three decades, Apaka has worked at the Waikīkī Community Center, across the street from what
was once Queen Lili‘uokalani’s estate. The queen had adopted Apaka’s great-grand aunt, Lydia Aholo, whom
he affectionately called Auntie Tūtū, as a child.
Apaka, in some ways, embodies the spirit of Waikīkī—a mixture of local and Mainland influences that work
together to create a vibrant, ever-changing community.

Tourists from across the world—an average of 82,500 per day—flock to Waikīkī’s sandy shores and beachfront
hotels. And Waikīkī generates up to 64,300 jobs and is home to 1,600 businesses.
Beyond the tourism hub, nearly 27,000 people call the Waikīkī metropolitan area home. They live in the high-
rise condos and apartments lining many of the side streets that feed into crowded Kalākaua and Kūhiō avenues,
giving many of them a bird’s-eye view of their community.
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Hawaiian SoundiesHawaiian Soundies from the 1940’sfrom the 1940’s - by Alan Morgan
Most lovers of Hawaiian Music are outraged by the sights and sounds of todays music videos when they insult
our intelligence on Television. It  may be surprising, but these outrageous video clips evolved from three minute
filmed musical presentations in the early 1940’s and were actually pioneered by performers that included Ray
Kinney, Lani McIntire, Andy lona, Sam Koki and Alvino Rey.

In February 1940 the son of President Franklin D Roosevelt, business
man James Roosevelt in partnership with the Mills Jukebox Co..formed
a new company to market a new invention called THE PANORAM
MOVIE JUKEBOX. The Panoram housed a 16mm movie projector
using an endless loop film threading arrangement adapted for coin
operation. Each 16mm reel contained 8 musical titles of three minute
duration, James Roosevelt named these musical clips SOUNDIES.
The cost to view one title was ten cents. Five thousand of these
machines were installed across the United States in Clubs, Hotels,
Roadhouses and Bus Stations.

The eight titles of Soundies on each reel had to be shown in the order
as it was edited. That means that when a customer dropped his dime
in the slot, he took a chance on which of the eight listed titles was ready
to play next. Of course for 80 cents he could view all eight titles.The
reels and titles were replaced weekly. The Panoram and Soundies

presented the first music video type show and patrons were intrgued by this new technology and the novelty
of not just hearing, but actually viewing top class performers of the day.

Soundie performers included Louis Armstrong, Duke
Ellington, Count Basie, Cab Calloway, Nat King Cole, Spike
Jones and the king of western swing Spade Cooley. However
the first Soundie produced to be released in August 1940 was
an old Hawaiian favourite,“Song Of The Islands.“ James
Roosevelt demanded a lush production for his historic first
Soundie. At the time he was producing the new James
Stewart movie "Pot O Gold“ so he used musicians and
cameramen working on the movie set. The lush orchestra
included an unspecified steel guitarist and was conducted by
Dick Winslow.

One of my favourite Soundies followed in January 1941. Ray Kinney’s Hawaiian Band performed "Ana Lani“
which included great steel guitar playing by Tommy Castro. Andy lona also made two Soundies in 1941 which
I found disappointing. The soundtracks for Soundies were recorded on the day before actual filming took place.
On the day of filming musicians and singers mimed to their previously recorded soundtrack, a common practice
in Hollywood. Unfortunately this prompted some producers to add silly special effects, gimmicks and corny
situations disregarding the artist that the customer paid to see. Both Andy Iona Soundies suffered from bad
production. ln "Hilo Hattie" they showed Andy Iona only briefly while the cameras focused on a Hula Dancer
performing inside a Goldfish Bowl. Andy lona’s other title “My Little Grass Shack“ displayed three minutes
showing a stupid sailor lamenting about how much he missed his little grass shack in Hawaii. ln this clip Andy
did not even appear. I would have demanded my ten cents refunded. Fortunately most producers respected
the performers and avoided these silly situations.

Between 1943 and 1945 Lani McIntire made 14 delightful Soundies. These were performed on a stage in a
Nightclub setting similiar to the famous Hawaiian Room located at the Hotel Lexington in New York City where
Lani Mclntire (and Ray Kinney) performed for many years. The Soundies made in 1943 featured Sam Koki on
steel guitar playing "Paradise lsle“, “Hawaiian War Chant", "The One Rose", "lmua Ailuni“ and 'Hilo Hop“
featuring comedy dancer Napua Woodd in 1944 Hal Aloma took over the steel guitar to perform my favourite
Lani McIntire Soundie “Holoholo Kaa". Other Hal  Aloma titles included "Beauty Hula" and "King Kamehameha“.
To view good quality prints of Lani McIntire Soundies would surely be the ultimate thrill for lovers of Hawaiian
Music from this period. 
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Alvino Rey performed with the King Sisters on eight Soundies in 1941. Although a celebrated steel guitarist,
AIvino did not perform Hawaiian music on these Soundies. The only title of special interest was “St. Louis
Blues“ where he featured his famous Talking Steel Guitar.

Over the past few decades collectors of these extremely rare Soundies
have had to endure washed out, scratchy film prints and poor video
reproductions after much effort to locate rare items from other collectors.
This is to be expected when you consider that they are copies of seventy
year old film that has been subjected to repeated playing on the
Panoram Movie Jukebox. Another problem with Soundie Films is that
the original film was released with reverse print because they were
projected onto a mirror which reflected the image to the panorarn screen.
This of course means that the titles were printed in reverse and a right
hand guitar player became a left hand  guitar player. All these faults were
accepted by keen collectors who were only to happy to locate one of
these rare gems.

Now for the good news.The UCLA  ARCHIVE FILM RESTORATION
(University of Los AngeIes) has recently obtained over 1000 original
Soundie prints and these are being restored. Usually with UCLA
restorations, they are available for lease by interested distributing
companies.

It appears we are now getting results with the release of quality print
restorations on DVD’s. A very interesting series is Mr FAT-W VIDEOS
"SOUNDIES" which is released in 18 Volumes, each volume containing
up to 20 titles of restored Soundies. Unfortunately not many Hawaiian

Music Soundies appear in this collection up to date, but hopefully
more will follow. Perhaps a volume of all Hawaiian Music titles,
which is possible as I believe a Latin American Music volume is
planned for release soon.

This Mr FAT-W VIDEOS “SOUNDIES” Collection are available on-line from AMAZON and EBAY. 
I will indicate Hawaiian Music titles available in this collection on my following list of Hawaiian Music Soundies.
eg...MFVS 14 means Mr FAT-W VIDEOS “SOUNDIES” Volume 14. With the introduction of Television,
Soundies ceased production at the end of 1946.
For more information refer to THE SOUNDIES BOOK By Scott MacGillivray and Ted Okuda. (Published by
iUniverse Inc. 2007)

Thank you to Alan for the interesting article and photos, 
also to John Marsden for arranging it and for a couple of the photos.

Photo showing the inside of a 
movie jukebox
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List of Hawaiian Soundies from Celebrated PerformersList of Hawaiian Soundies from Celebrated Performers
Hawaiian titles from unknown artists are not included on this list.

Dick Winslow Orchestra (with The Music Maids) 1940Dick Winslow Orchestra (with The Music Maids) 1940
1. Song of the Islands (MFVS 15)

Ray Kinney Hawaiian Orchestra (with The Aloha Maids) 1941Ray Kinney Hawaiian Orchestra (with The Aloha Maids) 1941
1. Ana Lani (MFVS 1)                        2. Kona Moon

Andy Iona Orchestra ( with Princess Aloha) 1941
1. Hilo Hattie (MFVS 13)                   2. My Little Grass Shack (MFVS 14)

Eddie Bush and his Society Islanders 1942
1. Bright Stars, Soft Guitars and You

Lani McIntire and his Aloha Islanders 1943-5
1. Hawaiian War Chant (MFVS 15)          2. Imua-a-iluna (MFVS 15)
3. Hilo Hop                                                4. Paradise Isle
4. Cockeyed Mayor of Kaunakakai           5. Maui Chant
6. One Rose                                              7. Holo Holo Kaa
8. Dreams of old Hawaii                            9. King Kamehameha

10. Do the Hula                                          11.Manuela Boy
12. Beauty Hula                                         13. Makala Pua

Al McIntire and his Hawaiians 1944
1. Blue Hawaii (MFVS15)                       2. Wiggles
3. Lovely Hula Hands

Sam Koki and his Islanders 1944
1. Oni Oni E                                           2. White Blossoms 

ofTahni

Paul Page 1945
1. Sophisticated Hula (MFVS 5)            2. South Sea Sadie
3. That’s the Hawaiian in me                         

Danny Kuaana’s Dream Islanders (with Bernie Kaai Vocals)
1. Poi My Boy (MFVS 13)                   2. Song of the Sea
3. Hula Rumba                                    4. Island Melody

Danny Kuaana also made 5 titles for Snader Telescriptions in 1951 
which featured Bernie Kaai on steel guitar. Telescriptions evolved 
from Soundies format to be shown on television.
1. Aloha                                              2. Song of the Islands 
3. Hawaii no ka oi                              4. My Sweet Gardenia Lei
5. Papa Ina E

Lani McIntire Aloha Islanders with Hal Aloma

Hal Aloma                   Lani McIntire

Tommy CastroLani McIntire 11



Guy S. Cundell’sAcross the Pacific: The Transformation of the Steel Guitar From
Hawaiian folk Instrument to Popular Music Mainstay

Part Six, Section Two
(re: chapter 4 [“New Tunings”],

from the middle of page 102 through the end of Cundell’s thesis)

This installment concludes a discussion of a recently-completed Masters’ thesis which
originated in the June 2015 issue. Hopefully, this series has been of interest to Aloha Dream
readers, concentrating as it did on the origins of the Hawaiian steel guitar and the evolution
of early steel guitar styles. Your author learned a great amount of information about the
Hawaiian steel guitar and its early dissemination from reading (and re-reading and
attempting to thoughtfully comment upon) Guy Cundell’s carefully-organized and well-thought-
out 139-page, roughly 48,500-word thesis- document, an important addition to the scant body
of scholarly literature on the steel guitar (in either its lap steel- or pedal-incarnations).

As previously related, Cundell (b. 1953) is a musician and recently-retired college music-
teacher based in Wayville, Australia (just southwest of central Adelaide) who who plays
steel guitar and resophonic guitar. Cundell earned a Bachelor of Music degree with honors
in composition from the University of Adelaide and completed his Master of Philosophy
degree (for which he wrote his thesis) from the university in spring 2014. Cundell’s recent
work has included attempting to find a place for the acoustic steel guitar in the so-called
“gypsy jazz” pioneered by Belgian jazz guitarist Django Reinhardt and conducting ongoing
research on the role of the Hawaiian steel guitar in western swing music.

After an introductory Part One in the June 2015 issue, discussion of Cundell’s thesis began
in earnest with Part Two, in the September 2015 issue, which detailed Cundell’s first chapter
(“Origins of the Steel Guitar”). Part Three (split between the December 2015 and April 2016
issues) detailed Cundell’s second chapter (“Crossing the Pacific”), while Part Four (spread
across theAugust and December 2016 issues) detailedCundell’s third chapter (“Early Steel
Guitar on the Mainland: The First Generation”).

Part Five (spread across the April and August 2017 issues) began a discussion of Cundell’s
fourth—and longest—chapter, a thirty-nine-page section titled “[The] Steel Guitar in the Jazz
Age.” Part Five, Section One (April 2017) addressed “Popularity Builds” and “Sol Hoopii: The
Vanguard of the Second Generation,” while Part Five, Section Two (August 2017) detailed
“Three Melodic Approaches” (subdivided into “Single Note Melody,” “Dyadic Melody,” and
“Chord Melody”). Part Six, Section One, which appeared in the December 2017 issue, began
a discussion of “New Tunings” of the 1920s and 1930s.

A rather-busy school-year, as well as a few health-issues (nothing serious, just things that
should’ve been tended to for a while, and some inevitable results of aging) necessitate
your author “slowing down” a bit and clearing some things off his proverbial “plate”; rather
than draw this discussion out across further issues, your author will summarize Cundell’s
remaining thirty-two pages as best he can here. The author has a personal interest in steel
guitar-tunings (related to some current research he is pursuing), so in this imperfect world, the
majority of this installment—actually drafted some months ago—concentrates on Cundell’s
discussion of the C# minor and F#9 steel guitar tunings which pre-dated World War II.

- - - - -

Part Six, Section One offered Cundell’s observations on the E7 and “High A” tunings; we begin
here with Cundell’s thoughts on the C# Minor (1934) and F#9 (1932) configurations.

Sol Hoopii’s C# Minor Tuning of 1934

Cundell devotes roughly 1,050 words to this configuration in his longest essay in his tuning-
section. Cundell describes the tuning’s string-arrangement (E-B-E-G#-C#-E) as “a modified
E tuning . . . widely-attributed to Sol Hoopii,” who perhaps first-used the configuration on his
February 22,1934 Novelty Quartet recording of “The Hula Blues” (Decca 55075). 
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(Here, Cundell—a bit confusingly—refers the Hoopii’s backing group by their British Decca
moniker, The Kalua Hawaiian Players.)

In some library-visits during the summer of 2016 and the winter of 2017, the author came
across several quotes stressing the importance of the C# Minor tuning and/or Hoopii’s
foresight in adopting it. Paul Fischer, in his liner-notes to Hawaii: Music Rough Guide deems Sol
Hoopii “the first [steel guitarist] to use ‘modern’ tunings, not just [ones based on] major
[triads].” Jerry Byrd echoed in his Jerry Byrd Instruction Course for Steel Guitar: A Complete Study for
the Serious Student — apparently first-published in Japan in 1983—that the adoption of
Hoopii’s configuration marked the “wide acceptance and usage” of “the first ‘minor’ tuning
[i.e., based on a minor—as opposed to major—triad].” Byrd notes that the C# Minor tuning
“immediately . . . caused a sensation . . . and a flood of recordings and new songs were
built around and played in [the new] . . . tuning.” The late Bob Brozman remarked in his liner
notes for the 1987 Rounder LP Sol Hoopii: Master of the Hawaiian Guitar, Volume Two  that Hoopii’s
C# minor tuning “pav[ed] the way for a wholegeneration of increasingly-sophisticatedaltered-
chord tunings which eventually led to the huge double-neck 10- string pedal steels of today.”

Cundell reports that Hoopii’s use of the C# Minor tuning on the majority of his widely-
circulated, final, electrically-amplified recordings (which began—to infer from page 504 of T.
Malcolm Rockwell’s Hawaiian & Hawaiian Guitar Records 1891-1960 CD-ROM discography—on
December 12, 1934) did much to hasten the widespread adoption of this new tuning.

Following a digression on “added sixth chords” (a major or minor triad with an added major
sixth interval above the bass, implied above an E major triad by the C# minor tuning) and
Hoopii’s apparent affinity for such chords, Cundell offers—on page 106 of his thesis—a
transcription of Sol Hoopii’s second thirty-two-bar chorus from the Novelty Five’s December
1938 instrumental-cover of George and Ira Gershwin’s “Fascinating Rhythm,” pitched in F
major (Decca 2280). (Cundell relays his intent in providing this particular transcription is to
illustrate “the extent to which Hoopii subsequently exploited his new [C# Minor] tuning in
the pursuit of more complex chord-melodies.”)

Hoopii—playing electricsteelguitar—supplies a chorus consistingentirelyof “chordmelody” (Cundell’s
term for the playingof chords with three or more independentvoices).Cundell’s narrativecarefully
detailsHoopii’s rendering of incompletedominant ninth chords and “added sixth” chords; your theory-
teacher author also notes the twofold occurrence of a “borrowed” minor subdominant chord
(“borrowed,” in a traditional-theory sense from the parallel minor, F minor). Cundell also points out
four occasions of microtonal “fudging” (to suggest “passing-chords” in descending or ascending
chromaticmotion),attributing these “fudges”s—a bit poetically—to “Hoopii’sstruggle to wrestleextra
voicings from the tuningwhere none naturally occur . . .”

Hoopii’snew tuningcaught on quickly (perhaps—as Cundell suggests—due to the widecirculation
of his electrically-amplified recordings, beginning in 1935). Evidence of the tuning’s circulation is
provided from a footnote on p. 312 of John Troutman’s 2016 book Kika Kila: How the Hawaiian Steel
Guitar Changed the Sound of Modern Music,  where Troutman quotes an April 1941 letter from Honolulu
music-store owner Richard Choy to steel guitar performer/inventor Eddie Alkire relating that
Hoopii’s tuning was being favored by both Sam Koki and Tommy Castro at their Hawaiian
Room gigs in New York City (where Koki and Castro played steel guitarwith during floor-shows
directed by Hawaiian bandleaders Lani McInitre and Ray Kinney, respectively).

Charles Opunui’s F#9 tuning of 1932

Cundell dispatches this rather-unique tuning in roughly 340 words, explaining that careful
listening to the twelve tracks recorded by George S. Ku and His Paradise Islanders in May
1932 in Camden, New Jersey (re-issued in 2012 on the Grass Skirt Records compilation
Genial Hawaiians—Jim and Bob/George Ku [GSK 1005]) altered him to the fact that Ku’s Hawaii-
born steel guitarist, Charles Kodili Opunui (1896-1973), utilized what Cundell deems “a
distinctive F#9 tuning” (F#-A#-E-G#- C#-E). Cundell relates that this F#9 tuning “is not
obvious on many of the tracks due to a preponderance of single-note and dyadic [two-note]
playing, but it comes into its own in the chord- melody of ‘Then Someone’s in Love’” (the first
side the Paradise Islanders recorded in Camden). “Then Someone’s in Love” is a beautiful
waltz-tempo ballad composed by Max Prival and Lew Pollack in 1929, which had been
popularized in an early-1930 recording by the African-American jazz band McKinney’s
Cotton Pickers.
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Opunui’s tuned-to-F#9 lap-steel is heard throughout all three-minutes-and-three-seconds of
the Paradise Islanders’ “Then Someone’s in Love” cover, including a striking, brief free-
form introduction featuring Opunui’s chord-arpeggiation and tremolos.

Les Cook—in an October 10, 2012 Steel Guitar Forum post—relayed that Opunui “had a
long career in Hawaiian music.” (Columnist J. Stowell Wright, in the May 12, 1934 edition of
his syndicated “Wright From the Capitol” column, mentioned Opunui as a member of
“another troupe of Hawaiianmusicians [who] are making good at the nation’s capital” [i.e.,
Washington, DC], relating that Opunui—along with George Ku and three other musicians—
were “play[ing] for luncheons and dinners at the Raleigh [Hotel] [southeast of the White
House], and from 10 in the evening until the wee small hours at the Hi Hat [Cocktail Lounge in
the Ambassador Hotel, northeast of the WhiteHouse].” Wright alsomentioned that the troupe
was “on the air four times a week over the National Broadcasting Company’s network.”)

Searching at the newspapers.com and newsarchive.com online newspaper-archives
revealed Opunui heading up a late-night radio-program under his own name (“Charles
Opunui’s Hawaiians”) by autumn 1939, carried by at least two West Coast stations (in
Bakersfield, California and Eugene, Oregon).

Cook related his his Steel Guitar Forum post that Opunui also “enjoyed a parallel career
as a movie actor, appearing in lots of ‘B’ movies [and] also [playing] a bit part in [the
adventure/comedy film] Around the World in 80 Days  [1956].”) A quick visit to the Internet Movie
Database (imdb.com) revealed Opunui’s appearance in three other features between
1944 and 1958, including the tropically-set Tahiti Nights (1944) and She Demons (1958), as
well as the science-fiction “alien” thriller The Thing From Another World (1951).

Returning to Opunui’s F#9 tuning, Cundell explains that “[Opunui’s configuration] is closely-
related to Hoopii’s C# minor tuning [in that] the upper four strings of [the] C# minor [tuning]
[E-G#-C#-E] are retained while the two retuned bottom strings [E raised a whole-step to
F# and B lowered a half-step to A#] expand the available harmonic palette.” Cundell then
states “open strings [of Opuni’s configuration?] generate the E major, E6, and Am chords of
Hoopii’s tuning” (which your author cannot follow), “as well as a root position F#9th chord [i.e., an
F# “dominant ninth,” which your author does see] and an A# diminished triad” (yes, A#-C#-E).

West Yorkshire-based steel guitarist Stan Mosley related in his “MostlyAbout Tunings” article
in the July 2015 issue of the British Steelies Society Newsletter that the F#9 tuning is “heard
on many of Dick [McIntire’s] later recordings, including most of his instrumental solos of the
[mid 1930s to early 1940s] period.” (The “Tunings Master List” webpage of steel guitarist
John Ely [hawaiiansteel.com/ tunings/master.php] was invoked in SectionOne of this part;
there, Ely lists Opunui’s tuning as one of eleven useful “ninth-tunings,” while crediting the
aggregation to McInitre.)

- - - - -

A few brief words about the remaining nine sections of Cundell’s document . . .

4.5 Steel Guitar and the Blues

In this section, Cundell devotes c. 750 words to “the relationship that developed
between the . . . [steel guitar and the blues] . . . by the 1920s.” While allowing that
blues slide-guitarists—as John Troutman has shown in Kika Kila: How the Steel Guitar
Changed the Sound of Modern Music—were exposed to (and influenced by)  Hawaiian
steel guitarists, Cundell argues that a “cursory comparison” of the approaches of
slide-guitarists and Hawaiian players suggest the two genres must have had
entirely different origins. (Cundell points out that “the upright positioning of the slide
guitar is in contrast to the lap-position of the steel guitar” and notes the “marked
contrast in appearance and manipulation between the ‘bottleneck’ slide that
encases a [slide-guitarist’s] finger and a hand-held steel.” Cundell also astutely
notes that “musically, blues slide players employ a modal tonality common to all folk
blues,” which contrasts markedly with the “diatonic Hawaiian and hapa haole music
that dominates the repertoire of steel guitarists.”)
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Cundell’s observations notwithstanding, the findings related by Troutman seem—to this
author, at least—to merit further investigation by “roots music” scholars as likely evidence
of Hawaiian/African-American amalgamation; these include Troutman’s examples of
Kentuckians being routinely-treated to the sounds of Hawaiian guitarists in the early 1900s,
“blues slide” guitarists playing with a knife (in “the Hawaiian manner,” as Troutman labels
it), and bluesman Lonnie Johnsons’s 1927 recordings of “Blue Hawaii” and “Hawaiian
Harmony Blues,” to name a few examples.

4.5.1 Hawaiian Blues

Here, Cundell briefly reflects upon “the extent to which elements of the blues were
assimilated into the performances of steel guitarists,” noting that “blues stylings in the form
of microtonal inflection and [the] use of blue notes” (i.e., lowered third, fifth, and seventh
scale-degrees) were employed in the recordings of musicians including Sol Hoopii, Sam
Ku West, and the Hawaiian Songbirds.

4.6 Jazz Stylings

In this roughly 1,155-word section, Cundell argues that while “jazz stylings are considered
to be a defining characteristic of the second generation of steel guitarists” [Sol Hoopii,
Bennie Nawahi, Sam Ku West and Roy Smeck], . . . within jazz scholarship their
significancehas been overlooked.” Cundell argues that all four of these musicians were capable
of virtuosic playing, improvisation, extending the capabilities of their instrument, and making
use of blues tonality (fulfilling a “checklist” of principles concocted by jazzscholarBrian Harker
to measure the “greatness” [in a jazzsense] of trumpeter/cornettist/vocalist LouisArmstrong).

Cundell does admit that evaluating the improvisational “chops” of second-generation steel
guitarists is problematic, although he offers the fact that “a few alternative takes do exist
that provide indisputable evidence of [Sol] Hoopii’s improvisatory skills.” Cundell also relates
that “additionally, a number of versions of Sam Ku West’s ‘Huehue’ [an old hula-song]
recorded within a short time-span [in 1927-1928] demonstrate the depth of his improvisatory
skill.” (Cundell elaborates three paragraphs later that “West’s improvisations . . . range
between variations on the melody and harmonic improvisation, with great control.”) Cundell
adds that “extended and coherent solos are [also] in evidence within the recordings of [Sol]
Hoopii, [Bennie] Nawahi . . . and [Roy] Smeck,” who—he informs us—“recorded
instrumentals in which the steel guitar maintained the melodic focus throughout.”

4.7 The Seeds of Decline

Cundell raises some interesting points in this roughly 1,075-word section, arguing at the
outset that “the stylistic evolution [of the Hawaiian steel guitar] in the 1920s can be seen
as a transition from relative simplicity and standardisation to complexity and
diversification,” noting that “in this diversity, though [the steel guitar’s] . . . popularity
continued to decrease, [the] seeds of the instrument’s decline were sown.”

Cundell repeats the often-proffered reasons for the decline of the Hawaiian steel guitar
in the 1950s (a diminished interest in Hawaiian music and country-music steel-players
becoming obsessed with the pedal steel guitar, to the detriment of the non-pedal
instrument), while adding that the “diversity of practice which gained momentum in the
1920s and 30s had an even more-corrosive effect [emphasis added], as “multiple
configurations of tunings and strings . . . provided a barrier to dissemination and
transmission of performance-practice at [a] grass-roots level.” Cundell astutely observes
that “without a groundswell of amateur support, there would be no growing pool from which
following generations would emerge,” adding that “new configurations of seven, eight, or
even ten strings . . . required purpose-built instruments and specialised string-sets,” while
“diversity of tuning also meant that dissemination and cross-fertilization of repertoire and
style became much more difficult.”

As a consequence, Cundell notes that “music needed to be prepared for specific tunings,”
with the result being that “the use of music notation receded and the use of tablaturebecame
more widespread,” effecting what he terms a “deleterious” effect on music literacy, with
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“each tuning, with its idiosyncrasies and virtuosi, develop[ing] its own performance-culture,
thus further-fragmenting and diluting the overall culture of the instrument.” “In contrast,”
Cundell observes, “the Spanish [i.e., standard] guitar flourished, unhampered by the
disruption of varied configurations, and forged a path to the zenith of popular music by
the end of the century.”

Conclusion

Cundell closes out the narrative portion of his thesis with a roughly 1,550-word summation.
Noting in his third sentence that the place of the steel guitar within popular music has been
largely ignored, Cundell reminds readers that “the mission of [his] . . . thesis has been to
assemble an early history of steel guitar which gives consideration to the content in which
it emerged and the way in which this context shaped the performance-culture of the
instrument, thus broadening the scope of existing literature.”

Cundell posits two hopes for the future, regarding steel-guitar-tuning research and
investigations into the cross-fertilization of the Hawaiian steel guitar style with elements from
blues and jazz. Regarding tuning-research, Cundell writes that “the identification of steel
guitar tunings . . . has been subject to broad claims as to the earliest appearance of
particular tunings in the literature but few specific assertions are published”; Cundell adds
that his chronology of steel guitar tunings is offered “as an initial contribution towards a more-
comprehensive investigation that may [hopefully] follow.” Regarding the identification of
influences from blues and jazz, Cundell relates that he hopes for more investigation of the
steel guitar by blues- and jazz-scholars, humorously observing that “as the scope of early
jazz scholarship begins to encompass previously-abhorred commercial music such as that
of PaulWhiteman, the steel guitarists of the 1920s may appear on academic radars.” Cundell
hopes that “the wide commercial reach of steel guitar stylings . . . may warrant further
investigation, and, thereby, further recognition of the steel guitar’s contribution to early jazz
may be determined.”

.     .      .     .      .     .

Cundell supplies a five-and-a-half-page Bibliography, followed by five Appendices.

Over the course of this series, the author has mentioned Cundell’s first three appendices,
containing his careful, meticulous transcriptions of the first sixty-four bars of Charles
Diamond’s 1925 recording of his “Stars and Stripes Forever” arrangement, the entirety of
Diamond’s 1925 recording of his concert-waltz “Sleep” and all of Andy Sannella’s late-May
1929 recording of his composition “Sliding on the Frets.”

Cundell’s fourth appendix is titled “The Spanish Guitar in the 1920s.” In his opening
sentence, Cundell explains that “to recognise the significance of the steel guitar in
popular music and the leading role that it once played, an assessment of the Spanish
guitar in popular music of the early 20th century is necessary.” Cundell then proceeds to
supply roughly 1,300 more words on the topic, beginning with “the domination of the banjo”
on early dance-orchestra recordings, which eventually gave way to the prominence of
the guitar, thanks in part to the efforts of acoustic jazz guitarist-and- improvisor Eddie
Lang (to whom Cundell devotes 312 words), as well as early electric guitarists Eddie
Durham and Charlie Christian.

Cundell’s final appendix is a track-listing of twenty-one examples on an audio CD, which—
according to a note at the very end of his thesis—“is included with the print-copy of
[Cundell’s] . . . thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.” (According to the note,
the CD must be listened to in the library’s music section.)

- - - - -

In these ten installments, your author has humbly offered an extended-survey-with-
commentary of Guy Cundell’s Masters thesis, which led us through the metamorphosis
of the steel guitar from an apparatus related to Hawaiian folk music to a central
component of popular music of the 1930s and 40s (and country music well into the 1970s).
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The author opened in Part Six, Section One (in the previous issue) that Cundell’s
chronological charts and multi-paragraph discussions of various tunings fill a gap which
has hindered proper understanding of steel guitar playing-technique; his chapters also
help explicate the “need” (historically-speaking) for the development of alternate
tunings, and—eventually—pedals (with explanations made easily-understandable to
earnest, interested non-steel guitarists such as your author). The author—scrolling back
through his PDF-copy of Cundell’s thesis—was also reminded of Cundell’s “Reaching an
Audience” section of his second chapter, which carefully outlined the appearance of Hawaiian
performersat American expositions at the turn-of-the- last-century,whichprompted the author’s
searching for extant materials from these expositionsat the Browne PopularCultureLibrary
at BowlingGreen State University,south of Detroit,several summers ago. Also memorable—
as well as thought-provoking—were Cundell’s many transcribed examples, ranging from the
brief (a four-bar excerpt of the lateBuddy Emmons’s renditionof “Shenandoah,” from a 2007
YouTube posting) to the lengthy (Cundell’s transcriptionsof the entirety of Charles Diamond’s
“Sleep” and Andy Sannella’s “Sliding on the Frets.)

The author wishes Guy Cundell well in his future endeavors, and look forward to perusing
whatever written documentation/reporting might emerge from his most-recent work,
particularly his efforts to trace the role of the steel guitar in the emergence of western swing.

Cundell’s thesis can most-easily be accessed in its entirety at:—>
http://digital.library.adelaide.edu.au/dspace/handle/2440/86478.

For recording-information, the author once again consulted T. Malcolm Rockwell’s Hawaiian
and Hawaiian Guitar Records 1891-1960 CD-ROM discography.

The May 12, 1934 installment of J. Stowell Wright’s “Wright From the Capitol” column was
viewed in the Honolulu Star-Advertiser, at the newspapers.com online newspaper-archive.

Anthony Lis 

Guy Cundell making an old-fashioned “cylinder
recording” at the Center for Popular Music at Middle
Tennessee State University in November 2016. In
a January 5, 2018 e-mail to the author, Cundell
related that “the recording was not much to listen
to, content-wise, but it was a very interesting
experience for which I am indebted to Martin.”

(Cundell is referring here to Martin Fisher, Curator of
Recorded Media Collections at the Centre for

Popular Music at Middle Tennessee State University,
who is operating the recording-equipment; the
photo was taken by CFPMAssistant Archivist

Olivia Beaudry.)

1920 sheet-music cover to Cunha &
Noble’s “Hula Blues,” published by
Chicago’s Forster Music Publishers.
Sol Hoopii’s early 1934 cover of this
apparently-influenced-by Hawaiian-
yodeling song was perhaps the first
recording made employing what
came to be called the “C# Minor
Tuning.”(From the Sheet Music

Collection, The Center for Popular
Music)

We would like to thank Anthony for all the hard work he put into this series of articles,
and hopefully he will supply us with further material for future mags.
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Sheet-music cover to George &
Ira Gershwin’s “Fascinating

Rhythm” (copyrighted in 1924), as
published by New York City’s
Harms publishers. (The film
referenced in the [revised?]

cover’s center is apparently the
Irving Rapper film Rhapsody in
Blue, released in September

1945.) Hoopi’s late 1938 cover of
this tune also employs his C#

minor tuning. (ibid.)

Cover to John Troutman’s
2016 book Kika Kila: How the
Hawaiian Steel Guitar Changed
the Sound of Modern Music,
including the author’s

documentation of the spread
of the C# minor tuning and
some thought-provoking

remarks about the possible
influence of Hawaiian steel
guitarists upon Southern
blues slide-guitarists.

The above four posters or lobby-cards for films
in which Hawaiian-born steel guitarist Charles
Opunui appeared (including Tahiti Nights [1944],
The Thing From Another World [1951], Around the

World in 80 Days  [1956], and She-Demons [1958]).

The cover to Jerry Byrd’s early-
1980s Instruction Course for the

Steel Guitar:
A Complete Study for the Serious

Student.
(Here, Byrd notes the influence

of Hoopii’s C#m tuning-
configuration.) (ibid.)
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Albert Frederick Cramer was one of the earliest mu-
sicians in the country to take up the Hawaiian guitar…
indeed he may well have been the very first to do so
professionally. He was responsible for producing several
pieces of sheet music and instructional material for both
Hawaiian and Spanish guitar. Moreover he was one of
the earliest to appear on radio playing Hawaiian guitar.
Cramer was born in Fulham in June 1865 to Albert
William, a surgeon, and Jane Caroline Cramer (née
Haynes). Albert had a younger sister Edith Marguerite
(1868 -1914) 

For a short time Albert worked as a commercial clerk but before long he was starting out on a career
in music. By 1887 he was earning his living as a music teacher in Manchester where, on 9th April that
year, he married his first wife Clara Parry Smith, seven years his elder and also a music teacher. The
couple had a daughter Catherina Edith Gwendoline (1889-1965) two years later. 
Manchester directories continued to list Albert as a guitar and banjo teacher during the 1890s although
he did spend some time in Cork, Ireland playing concerts and giving music lessons. 
Shortly afterwards, around the turn of the century, he was settled in London, living in Streatham with
his cousin and family and apparently not with Clara who had remained in Manchester with their daugh-
ter.  It appears that his reputation was growing as a teacher of various stringed instruments-notably
banjo, mandolin and guitar. The Bedfordshire Times and Independent newspaper in March 1900 car-
ried advertisements for membership of the Bedford Mandoline and Guitar Orchestra. Conductor of
said orchestra was Mr. A.F. Cramer who was also available for private lessons in Bedford. On Satur-
days he would travel to Ramsgate to give private lessons. 
Clara Cramer died on 3rd December 1910 in Manchester and by 1911 Albert was managing a club in
the London area which was owned by Ida Klose from Germany who he married in 1915.
In 1919 Albert became a member of the Masons although that doesn’t seem to have lasted long. Giving
his occupation as a secretary no doubt was more acceptable than his real profession, however long his
membership lasted. 

Also in 1919 the first production of the Bird of Paradise play arrived
on British theatre stages. Musicians from Hawaii such as the
Kamoku Brothers, Diamond Kekona and John Moa were recruited
by Joseph Puni who had been in the UK since 1914 touring with
William Kanui and Lucie Schmidt (later the pair become known as
Kanui and Lula). Other Hawaiians were brought over from the USA
by Puni to meet the rising demand for Hawaiian music …Joseph
Kekuku and Major (Mekia) Kealakai among them. The early pro-
grammes for the Bird of Paradise from London’s Lyric Theatre in-
clude advertisements from Cramer for Hawaiian steel guitar and
ukulele lessons where he describes himself as a pupil of Kealakai.It
wasn’t long before Cramer was publishing sheet music of Hawaiian
style tunes and instructional books for guitar. One of Cramer’s pub-
lished songs was titled “Liliha Waltz” …Liliha was the name of one
of the hula dancer characters in the Bird of Paradise play.

PIONEER OF THE HAWAIIAN GUITAR IN ENGLAND
A. F.  CRAMER (1865 – 1931)    by Les Cook
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In 1922 the first edition of his book “How to play the Hawaiian steel guitar” was published. Written for the low
bass A major tuning the book …possibly theearliest Hawaiian guitar method by a British player …provides us
with the only photos of the author so far discovered apart from one faded family snapshot. 
Cramer was also among the earliest British musicians to perform on Hawaiian steel guitar on the
radio.  The February 2003 issue of Aloha Dream included an article from John Marsden detailing the
early BBC broadcasts of Hawaiian music. 
Beginning in April 1923, Bertie Howard’s Hawaiian Guitars, Mr S.A. Golden, Messrs S. & A. Aggasild and
Greta Scott’s Hawaiian Quartet were some of the pioneers pre-dating Cramer’s own 1925 broadcasts. The
known Cramer programmes came from Bournemouth in January and June of 1925 and the songs played
included “Pua Carnation” and  “Hula Medley” plus his own tunes “Reverie”,” Momi Waltz”, ”Eastern Idyll”,
“Moorish Dance”, and “Love in Your Eyes”.
The October 2nd 1925 issue of the theatrical newspaper The Era noted that Cramer had recently been
on the bill of a concert at London’s Wigmore Hall. The Cramer Trio comprised of Albert (steel guitar), Mr
A Leslie (guitar) and Miss Babs Randall (ukulele). The following year he appeared on the London stage
in Shakespeare’s play Much Ado About Nothing, playing a minor acting part listed simply as musician. 
Unfortunately we can’t be entirely sure whether Cramer made any recordings. It must be possible
that he appears on some of the annoyingly anonymous Hawaiian guitar 78 rpm issued in the 1920s
in Britain. Highly likely, however, is his presence on two instrumental sides issued in June 1927 for
the British ACO label (ACO G 16193) as by the Hilo Hawaiian Trio. ACO was the cheaper label of Vo-
calion and many of its issues unhelpfully used pseudonyms. The same recordings were also issued
on the Meloto label (Meloto S-1824) as by Marini’s Hawaiian Trio...equally unhelpful.  Both sides were
songs written by Cramer ,  “Moorish Dance “ and “ Momi” and both had been published in sheet music
form as well as appearing in Banjo, Mandolin & Guitar (BMG) magazine . The trio comprised steel gui-
tar, ukulele and mandolin with Moorish Dance and its unusual Arabic flavour the pick of the two sides. 
His tune “Momi” was also recorded in Berlin in 1934 by Mike Danzi for Telefunken ( issued on Tele-
funken A1721) and also by one of the two Polish steel guitar virtuosos of the day, namely Jan
Lawrusiewicz , for the Syrena-Electro label in 1932 ( issued on Syrena 6925 ).

One other song of Cramer’s is known to have been
recorded.  “ Zwei freunde” was recorded in Berlin
on 21 July 1933 and issued in Germany on Tele-
funken A 1531 under the performer credit of Hawai-
ian Trio…the musicians W .Bruhn, F. Schmidt and
W. Papenbrock are mystery names to this writer.
The same side under its French title “Les deux
amis” was also released in France on Ultraphone
AP 1179 with performer credit to “Trio de guitares
hawaïennes”. On both Telefunken and Ultraphone
records the other side of the 78 was the stalwart
Hawaiian tune “One, two three four”. 

Albert Frederick Cramer of High View,12 Cromwell Avenue, Bromley, Kent, died on 1 July 1931 after
a long illness. The obituary which appeared in BMG in August 1931 referred to the many BMG con-
certs he performed at until his health gave way, either as a soloist or in duets with Miss Babs Randall.
It was reported that he had a kind and generous disposition with many friends who admired the man
as much as they did his musical ability. His widow Ida Klose died in 1946.

From Lyric Theatre programme
“The Bird of Paradise” 1920
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With Atlantis Submarines, you explore depths of Hawaii’s ocean waters
100 feet below the surface and “swim” amidst schools of beautiful fish
in the world’s most technologically advanced passenger submarine.
Atlantis has been sharing the magnificence of Hawaii’s undersea world
since 1988 using the environmentally safe submarines that are battery
powered, emit no pollutants, and quietly move through the water, dis-
turbing no one. It’s the ultimate in sustainable tourism.
At our Waikiki and Maui
dive sites, we’ve taken
on the responsibility of
installing artificial reefs
to create self-sustain-
ing habitats for fish and
marine life to flourish.
Areas once barren of
life are now vibrant.
Our Kona dive site is

highlighted by a pristine 25-acre coral reef garden that is a natural
safe haven for fish, plant life and organisms to thrive. Atlantis
closely observes the abundance of activity at this treasured site but
always leaves it untouched.
Continued on page:- 24.

(Thanks to John Marsden, Malcolm Rockwell, 
Dimitri Marheineke and Norman Field)

Les Cook

See Feb 2003 edition of Aloha Dream – 
John’s article + BMG pic of AFC

“Moorish Dance “ 
Marini’s Hawaiian Trio

“Les deux amis” 
“Trio de guitares hawaïennes”

“ Zwei freunde” “Les deux amis”
Hawaiian Trio 

“ Momi” 
Marini’s Hawaiian Trio

Atlantis Submarines

View from inside the sub

If you visit Hawaii, a must do, if you’re brave enough 
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THE ARTHUR LAYFIELD COLLECTION
As has been observed before, Hawaiian music un-
accountably lags far behind other genres in collec-
tor interest. Although, as Les Cook has pointed out,
there are important collections, which focus on, say;
the 20’s and 30’s and include Hawaiian material, it sits
alongside other music of the period - jazz, blues or coun-
try. It’s unusual to find a collection which specialises
mainly in Hawaiian, from the earliest years of recorded
sound to the present. Such, however, was the collection
of Arthur Layfield, from the attractive North Yorkshire Vil-
lage of Pateley Bridge, near Harrogate, set in glorious
countryside. Arthur tragically passed away, aged 74, on
October 19th 2012. 

An excellent account of his life is included in Keith Grant’s Hawaiian Music Record Collectors directory,
published by “Aloha Dream“ in December 2005. Probably the only comparable privately owned collection
today belongs to Mike Scott in Toronto. The amazing and unmatchable collections of the late Dirk Vogel
and Jimmy Cathro are now with the Hamilton Library in Honolulu, where they are being digitised.
Perhaps it might be of interest to document the dispersal of the Layfield collection? 

One of my great regrets is that I never met Arthur, despite years of correspondence and his long-time
membership of our BMG Tape Club. After his untimely death, his collection remained in place, but
eventually his wife, Ann, decided to move from the charming Chews Cottage, which had become too
big for her. The collection needed to find a new home! She therefore contacted Les Cook and myself,
and we arranged a joint visit on Sunday, May 22nd 2016. I unwisely planned the trip from Sheffield
via Bradford, where the ring road alas defeated me! Les, who had met Arthur and Ann several times
before, had a successful visit, and we arranged a further one together on July 24th. This time I went
via the M1 and A1, getting off at Knaresborough. It proved a delightful and easy journey, the first of
sixteen, taking only 1 3/4 hours door-to-door and all but one made on a Sunday. Sometimes Les and I
met - on other occasions I went on my own.

It was difficult to rid myself of ethical misgivings about going through
Arthur’s prized collection, assembled, as I well knew, with immense
difficulty and expense. However, it had to be re-homed, and the word
“raid -scue“ seemed appropriate. Les wanted certain records for his
own collection, which focuses on early material, but he took others
to offer in two successful auctions, the proceeds going to Ann. I sim-
ply paid for what I took - though what would be appropriate? Having
some idea of the outgoings necessary to amass this stupendous col-
lection, one could in the end only offer what seemed reasonable and
affordable. Ann felt Arthur would wish the records to continue to be
enjoyed, and kept within the “collector community“, so I tried to qui-
eten my nagging scruples and make the most of an opportunity,
which will never be repeated. I was also able to pick up some excel-
lent 78s, including some scarce Andy Iona issues, for Dave Row-
lands, as he related in our December magazine. Despite all our
efforts over succeeding visits shelves seemed to remain obstinately
well-stocked, and it was lucky for us, if not for Ann, that the house-

sale dragged on through innumerable surveys for the prospective purchaser. Our sole non-Sunday
visit took place on Thursday, March 16th 2017, to meet a collector who came up from Kent in a large
van, with a good supply of boxes, and bought a considerable quantity of CDs, LPs and most of the
remaining choice 78s. His interest, however, didn’t extend much to the non-Hawaiian artists.

Arthur Layfield

Chews Cottage
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Chews Cottage is an unusual and delightfully quirky residence, thought to have been built circa 1820.
It’s on a hill and its street entrance leads to a stone staircase to the first floor. Our routine settled into
arrival about 10.45, and a chat and welcoming cup of coffee with Ann. Later we would have a ham
roll and biscuits for lunch. We would normally depart between 3.00pm and 3.30. It took a little while
to grasp the arrangement of the collection, but broadly speaking, CDs, LPs, transcription discs and
many of the classic 78s (Hoopii, Iona, McIntire, Peachey, Smeck and so on) were kept in cupboards
in a collection room on the second floor. This also contained some wonderful recording equipment, in-
cluding reel-to-reel recorders. Further CDs and some cassette cabinets were housed in the corridor outside
this room. This leads to a bathroom on the left-hand side containing a cupboard with... yes!... yet more
LPs and 78s, evidently spares and duplicates of the main sets held elsewhere. This cupboard also had a
shelf of paperwork - Arthur’s files, lists, some Hawaiian music journals and correspondence.

A staircase at the end of the corridor led down to the second collection room on the first floor. More
LPs and 45s here, but this room’s main contents were 78s, largely arranged alphabetically in an enor-
mous wall unit, with mostly European 78s in a smaller unit to the side Arthur’s main Mendelssohn
collection was on a lower shelf in the large unit, all in mint condition. Les and I spent much time work-
ing on these shelves!

The second floor collection room. The cup-
board to the right was full of LPs. 

My white collection file is on the desk.

Photo far left:-
The large 78s unit in the
first-floor collection

room

Photo left:-
First floor collection

room
smaller unit 

(note the stairs on the
left) - containing mostly

European 78s 
and more LPs

The other wall of the collection room with tape
recorders. The previous photo of Arthur was taken

here. 78s in the cupboards.
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As can be imagined, discoveries came thick and fast. My own initial
priority was the Japanese material - CDs, LPs, 45s and 78s - sup-
plied by Keith Grant during his years of residence in Japan, com-
plementing and adding considerably to what I already had. In the
downstairs 78s unit I found a surprising number of Hawaiian-style
songs recorded by non-Hawaiian artists during their teens and
twenties, expanding our knowledge of this era, and lots of accordion
band records with steel guitar, evidently played in some instances
by Ivor Mairants. I came away with a ”haul” which will keep me busy
for some time!
Arthur liked Frank Ferera, but as I simply don’t have the space
and am not a Ferera completist myself, I very regretfully confined
myself to the more interesting issues, including those from
Japan, some of which are accompanied by their own special
leaflets. A missed opportunity? Hmm….

It would probably be wearisome to detail our many discoveries,
but inevitably, all good things have to come to an end. The

house-sale was eventually agreed (with a new purchaser) and Ann got ready to move. A dealer in
York was found to buy the remaining records - still a very considerable quantity - and I arranged my
sixteenth and final trip on December 10th to rescue the cassette collection, which the dealer didn’t
want.
I also took a little more paperwork, including some folders of correspondence with Bill Sevesi and
Bruce Clarke, which may have historical value. The dealer had already cleared - with some huffing
and puffing! - the upstairs room, and had arranged to return in the very near future for those down-
stairs, so they were all now out of bounds, though I did sneak one final farewell look. In the event, the
dealer had to make two further visits - I hope he will eventually contact me.

I’m sure Les will agree that it has been an extraordinary experience, and one that can never be re-
peated. The collection is now dispersed and should find new homes where it will be appreciated.
Given the lack of private collectors and ever-increasing difficulty and cost in amassing such a collec-
tion, we shall have to look to official archives and repositories such as the Hamilton Library to safe-
guard Hawaii’s musical heritage. In future, access may be mostly on-line via the Internet, rather than
owning the actual records.

Thank you, Arthur, for your enthusiasm and years of hard work building up your superb collection,
saving so much that would otherwise have been lost. And thank-you also, Ann, for your hospitality
and patience during these unforgettable visits.

John Marsden

Les Cook - 
recording equipment all gone.
Ann disposed of it privately.

Continued from page:- 21.
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There’s No Steelin’ The Spotlight There’s No Steelin’ The Spotlight 
by Bill Wynne

Ho`olohe Hou continues to honor the musicians of the Hawai-
ian Room – the New York City venue which for nearly 30 years
delivered authentic Hawaiian song and dance to exceedingly
appreciative mainland audiences.  
There is no question that the signature sound of Hawaiian
music for the last 100 years since its invention has been the
steel guitar. Anyone can recognize the steel guitar when heard.
But how often have I been playing a steel guitar in public when
somebody approaches the bandstand to inquire, “What the hell
is that thing?” When we talk about Hawaiian music, we talk
about the men and women in the spotlight, and these are typ-
ically singers. Very few steel guitarists sing – or, at least, they
don’t sing and play the steel guitar at the same time because
the steel requires so much attention since (a) there are no
physical frets to feel one’s way around on and (b) the bar can
be slanted backwards and forwards for effect which requires
looking at the guitar to make sure the bar aligns with the de-
sired frets. (As steel guitar great Jerry Byrd used to say about
the anti-social nature of the steel guitarist constantly staring
down at the fretboard, “We’re not selling toothpaste up here!”) 

But the point is that while the steel guitar defines Hawaiian music for many generations, very few out-
side of Hawai`i can name a steel guitarist. This is why I hesitate to refer to any particular steel guitarist
as “legendary.” By definition, “legend” – while not always written down – is almost always verifiable.
When we speak about steel guitarists, we are really in the realm of “lore” – that which has been
spoken about but which we have difficulty verifying. Those who were there – those who witnessed
the greats of yesterday – are gone. Little if anything was written down. If we are being completely
truthful, the only people talking about steel players are other steel players. 

Whether of legend or lore, Tommy Castro was an integral part of making the Hawaiian Room of the
Lexington Hotel a success if only by virtue of the fact that he wielded the steel guitar and that was the
sound most instantly identifiable with Hawaiian music. What patrons of the Hawaiian Room could not
have realized was that they were hearing one of the greatest steel guitarists of all time (if gauged
only be how often Castro is spoken about and cited as an influence by other steel guitarists). Because
he is more lore than legend, opening any book or website about the history of Hawaiian music reveals
the same thing about Castro as it largely does for every other steel guitarist that graced the Hawaiian
Room stage. Any entry that mentions a steel guitarist by name is usually a one-liner of the “And he
was there too” variety. And, so, like Inspector Clouseau, we have to piece together the story of Tommy
Castro – and all other steel guitarists to follow him – in relation to the Hawaiian Room’s history. So
this article may only add to the lore rather than clarify the legend. 

We can be confident – although not 100% certain – that Castro did not open at the Hawaiian room in
June 1937 with Ray Kinney. We know this because the Lexington Hotel’s talent agent contracted sep-
arately with Ray Kinney – to emcee and lead the band – and Andy Iona – another steel guitarist. We
also know that Kinney returned to Hawai`i in 1938 to scout out additional talent to come back to NYC
with him to play the room. Because – just as in the case of Castro – there is so little written about
Iona, we have read only that he opened at the Hawaiian Room with Kinney in June 1937, but we can-
not determine when he left. I posit that Iona left the venue after about a year and was replaced by
Castro after Kinney’s recruitment trip. What do we have for evidence if not biographies of Castro and
Iona? We have – what might be much preferred by archivists and ethnomusicologists – discographies.

Tommy Castro  
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While each record label has a discography (available online, many still in the process of being com-
piled as they can be vast), there is one that is better than all of these combined. A great friend of the
steel guitar and its players – T. Malcolm Rockwell – compiled the quintessential multi-artist, cross-
label discography Hawaiian & Hawaiian Guitar Records – 1891-1960. If we use this magnificent work
wisely, we can make some inferences about these musicians’ whereabouts at any given point in time
by which groups they were recording with and where the recording sessions took place. 

• After arriving in NYC in the summer of 1937, Ray Kinney’s first recording session in the city –
on December 10, 1937 – was with a band led by fellow Hawaiian Room employee Lani McIntire. The
steel guitarist on the session was Bob Nichols – not Tommy Castro.

• Ray Kinney’s second recording session after assuming Hawaiian Room duties was on April 7,
1938. However, the session took place in Los Angeles – not in NYC. Tommy Castro played on this
session – his first with Kinney – and the April 1938 date coincides with the accounts of Kinney (about
whom people have documented things because he was a singer and bandleader – not a steel gui-
tarist) and his voyage back to Honolulu to recruit more talent for the Hawaiian Room – the return trip
for which would have occurred around April 1938. It seems logical that this would be Kinney’s first
opportunity to record with Castro and have some new recordings of his new band to shill upon their
return to NYC and their first performances together.

• Andy Iona made no recordings from December 15, 1936 (recorded in Los Angeles) through
August 12, 1938 (also recorded in Los Angeles).

• Tommy Castro’s first NYC recording session with Ray Kinney took place in NYC on June 1,
1938, and his last NYC recording session with Kinney was on July 3, 1941.

• Ray Kinney’s last NYC recording session during his Hawaiian Room tenure – on December
19, 1941 – featured no steel guitarist whatsoever. 

What might we deduce from these few pieces of data? Iona was likely in New York for most of 1937
and 1938 fulfilling his Hawaiian Room duties (as evidenced by the fact that Iona made no recordings
whatsoever during his stay in NYC), and Castro likely took over for Iona at some point between April
and June 1938 (as corroborated by the recording sessions in L.A. and NYC marking his journey
across the country and Iona’s departure before August of that same year). 
But these are only educated guesses. The lore tells us that Tommy Castro was at the Hawaiian Room
at some point with Ray Kinney, and the recorded evidence indicates that he was in NYC between the
above sessions on June 1, 1938 and July 3, 1941. (The documented legend of George Kainapau is
far more precise about his comings and goings to NYC. But then Kainapau was a singer – not a steel
guitarist. You are beginning to get my point, no doubt.)  

To try to get past lore and further toward legend, permit me to share with you some tidbits about Castro… 
If you are a steel player, then you have already read all there is to read on any website or in any book
about Hawaiian music… Tommy Castro was born Thomas Koani on April 12, 1912 in Anahola,
Kaua`i… One of his earliest professional engagements was with Alvin Kaleolani Isaacs’ K.M.M. Syn-
copators (discussed at Ho`olohe Hou previously) in 1934. He went on to play with Gigi Royce’s Or-
chestra at the Young Hotel Roof Garden in 1936-37 before heading to NYC with Ray Kinney. 
What you might now know: Tommy had a well trained ear which made him the consummate arranger.
If we flash-forward to 1947, Castro did most of the arrangements for a set of Columbia Records re-
leases by singer/composer Lena Machado (arrangements which by most discographies and liner
notes are erroneously attributed to Andy Cummings). When Tony Todaro (composer of such hapa-
haole classics as “Keep Your Eyes On The Hands,” “Somewhere In Hawaii,” and “There’s No Place
Like Hawaii”) finished writing his first song ever – entitled “Hawaiian Moon” – he called his friend Gigi
Royce about the tune, and Gigi immediately wanted a lead sheet to teach the song to the band. 
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Todaro hung up the phone and ran over to the Young Hotel as quickly as he could – completely for-
getting to bring the lead sheet! Tommy said he could help, and so Tony sang the melody to Tommy
while Tommy dashed off a lead sheet in real time. 
Gigi liked the song, and by the next evening’s performance Castro turned the single melody lead
sheet into a full blown arrangement with parts for the entire orchestra. This leaves us to wonder how many
of the arrangements used at the Hawaiian Room or on Kinney-led recordings were done by Castro. 

While it may not be apparent to those who don’t play the steel guitar, Castro was among the most
tasteful and yet inventive steel guitarists to ever grace the instrument. A brief Physics lesson: Because
the steel guitar is played with a straight bar, there are limitations on the different configurations of
chords (a combination of notes played at the same time). In order to achieve different chords not
available to them in one tuning, the steel player must change tunings – or retune the guitar, one string
at a time. A steel guitarist might in his/her lifetime master a handful of tunings and only perhaps one
tuning particularly well – limiting their choices of chords for any given song. (For example, a song
needs a Cm7 chords, but - shucks – your tuning doesn’t have this chord in it when playing with a bar
laid in a straight line across the strings.) To solve this problem, many steel players took to playing
guitars with multiple necks – each neck a different set of strings tuned to a different tuning – and
might jump back and forth between the necks to attain the chords needed. Not Castro. Tommy played
primarily in the A minor tuning, but he also mastered other tunings involving minor 6th, major 6th, and
major 7th chords while insisting on only carrying and using a single six-string guitar. This means in
addition to mastering these many tunings, Castro also mastered the art of changing tunings not merely
between songs, but in the middle of a song. 

Other steel guitarists were keenly aware of Castro’s wizardry when it came to varying his tunings.
According to an anecdote from Merle Kekuku – nephew of the steel guitar’s inventor, Joseph Kekuku,
and a steel guitarist himself – one steel player in particular was “ever vigilant to guess Tommy’s latest
moves.” That steel guitar great – Joe Custino – would eagerly await every new Castro recording and
report to other steel players what new heights of innovation Tommy had most recently attained. (Much
of this innovation occurred while Castro was on the mainland, and so the Hawaiian steelers back
home could only hear what Tommy was doing next through the recordings and occasional radio broad-
casts.) Because Castro was known to use primarily the aforementioned A minor tuning, it was imme-
diately apparent to Custino that Castro has struck a new chord (pun intended) when he first heard
the Ray Kinney recording (from a January 1, 1939 session in NYC) released as “Makala Pua” [sic]
(real title “O Makalapua”). This was the first time anyone back home in Hawai`i had heard Castro use
the Am7 (or sometimes called C6) tuning. 

The desire to broaden the palate of the steel guitar to incorporate more jazzy tunings likely came
from his long association and friendship with none other than Duke Ellington. Castro was known to
“quote” – or repeat snippets from – his friend Duke’s compositions and arrangements in the middle
of otherwise traditional Hawaiian songs. 
By now you have already heard Castro’s steel guitar on the previous sets offered by Ho`olohe Hou
about singers Ray Kinney and George Kainapau. According to the discographies, there does not ap-
pear to any solo recordings of Castro’s steel playing during this period – only the steel guitar in the
service (as it typically was) of accompanying the singer. But it is only fair that we spin a few more
such recordings and give Castro his full due (if such is even possible). 
From the same session that yielded the Kainapau-led “Aloha `Ia Nō `O Maui,” Castro accompanies
leader Ray Kinney on the hapa-haole comedy ditty “Manuela Boy” from this aggregation’s first session
together on April 7, 1938 at Decca Records studios in Los Angeles. Castro’s solo here is his usual
stellar fare, but I urge you to pay closer attention to the “vamps” (the two bars between each vocal
chorus) as well as to the accents he plays behind the singer while they are singing – changing his
approach from one moment to the next from a single-string melody (such as tenor saxophonist Ben
Webster might have played behind a Billie Holliday vocal) and the huge jazz chords (which under other
circumstance might be mistaken for the entire trombone section of the Tommy Dorsey Orchestra). 
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In a prescient moment that predates his work with Lena Machado by nearly a decade, Castro recorded
Machado’s composition “Ho`onanea” with Ray Kinney at the microphone once again on June 1, 1938
at Decca in New York City. Tommy plays it fairly straight during his solo, but musicians will not help
but notice a singular arpeggiated augmented chord here – a jazz element Castro surreptitiously inserts
into this fairly traditional Hawaiian style arrangement. 
Kinney’s vocal leads a session nearly six months later – on January 31, 1939, once again at Decca’s
New York studios – on “White Ginger Blossoms.” The irony about this recording is that it would be
another member of the band – Alfred Apaka – who would make this R. Alex Anderson composition a
classic when he recorded it with an orchestra led by steel guitarist Danny Stewart more than a decade
later. (It would be interesting to compare those two vocal performances.) Castro plays it fairly straight
and traditionally Hawaiian here, but listen to his phrasing – not unlike listening to a human voice,
which is one of the virtues of the steel guitar.  

The same session that yielded “White Ginger Blossoms” also gave us “Pili Me `Oe” (sometimes er-
roneously referred to as “The Cowboy Hula” as it is about a cowboy who aims to round up the apple
of his eye with a lasso). Kinney takes the lead vocal yet again. (Hey! It was his band, and he was the
one winning the popularity awards.) Castro takes a lovely solo chorus to open the song and another
in the middle – playing it fairly straight and typically Hawaiian again, proving he could go both ways
depending on what approach the material called for. 
Like the other Hawaiian music greats who came and conquered NYC but eventually returned to their
island home, there was a life and a career for Castro after the Hawaiian Room. 
So far two amazing steel guitarists – Andy Iona and Tommy Castro – graced 48th and Lexington in
NYC with their greatness. But Iona was gone, and soon Castro would be gone too. Kainapau had al-
ready left a few months earlier, and Kinney would not be far behind. One member of the Kinney 
aggregation would stay behind and make New York City his home forever. But he would not be the
next to lead the orchestra at the Hawaiian Room.                                                          Bill Wynne

I had an address on Long Island. I wasn’t even sure it was the
right Santo. Way off the beaten path, I pulled up to a gate that
said “do not disturb.” I debated opening the gate and going in,
and just then I saw somebody on the property walking behind a
car. “Excuse me,“ I said. A Gentleman walked out from behind
the car. “Are you Santo?” I asked. He looked me up and down.
“You got some b...s  to come all the way out here looking for me,“
he replied. After showing him my “credentials,” he told me he did-
n’t want me coming in the house, but he offered to take me to
the local McDonald’s and tell me anything I wanted to know. Does
he still play? Yes, but only inside the house. Has he talk to
Johnny since their 1976 break up? He’s only seen him briefly
once or twice, out in public, and they didn’t speak. Does he know
that people are looking for him? Yes, he has had many offers to
perform and record. Does he still own his original steel guitar?

Yes, he does. Does he have any interest in coming out and playing some festivals? No interest whatso-
ever, he says. Would he be up for letting me call him and do a real in-depth interview, so I can write his
story down? Yes, “but that number is just for you, OK? Don’t go giving it out.“ Then he said he had to get
back to his house. I dropped him off, and he told me I was crazy for coming up to his place. I told him I
was grateful he didn’t chase me off his property with a shotgun. He laughed, and went back inside. And
that, to the best of my knowledge, is the only contact Santo Farina has had with anybody connected to
his musical legacy of Santo and Johnny for over a quarter of a century. More to come....maybe.

Santo Farina of Santo & Johnny a report by Deke Dickerson

Deke with Santo
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Dear Pat & Baz

Here are a couple of photo’s of my new gear (well new to me) especially the Fender triple necker
which I don’t know the model name, perhaps someone will enlighten me, no doubt some members
will be more knowledgeable than me, it sounds great through my new Tascam 32 track system, which
I haven’t got the hang of yet (just give me time). I’m more of a hit and miss guy if it works, great if not
back to the drawing board as I can’t understand the manual never could get the hang of the 8 track
disc recorder it was just trial and error. 

Anyhow you will soon realise my wife is no David Bai-
ley, but she is hindered by two wardrobes a chest of
drawers guitars (three don’t play properly) three amps
and two keyboards “oh” and a clothes horse.
Just for the record the amp is a genuine USA Fender
the thing is it’s a transistor one I can’t lift a twin reverb
or the likes, hands won’t do it, it needs a good overhaul as
it hasn’t been used for about ten years maybe just after Len
Wilson died. I can’t drive so I wouldn’t be able to get it to a
music shop for repair, perhaps the controls need a clean or
something, I’m liable to make it work less if I try.

I’m still playing a Gretsch electromatic I know it’s only a Korean copy but it serves my purpose, as I’m
no Jimmy Bryant or Speedy West (I gave those thoughts up twenty years ago). 

Note the black case in the corner at my back it’s the Frypan it’s a pity it doesn’t work too well, another
overhaul job. My youngest granddaughter seems musical she will be three in April I hope she takes
after her gramps as she is always singing (in her own way).

Pat & Basil

I was very interested to read about Phil and Frances Mitchell’s visit to Hawaii in the last issue, not a
steel guitar to be heard? The steel guitar had even diminished from their last visit seven years ago,
it just shows how fast the music we love is dying out in the Islands, the very location where you would
expect to hear it in abundance, and in my opinion, should be heard, if only for the sake of the many
visitors. Slack key guitars and hula shows are all very well, but without steel guitar forget it!

It was always my wish to visit Hawaii but due to my late wife’s many health problems never came to fruition;
I think I would have been very disappointed on the music front, hula without steel guitar must be like vodka
without the orange! I don’t think Basil was that enamoured with his trip to Hawaii from what I read. I guess
he must have knocked em dead when they listened to his superb playing out there. Hawaiian music must
have been great back in the 40’s and 50’s in the Islands, pity we can’t turn the clock back!

All the best Tony Doc. (Docherty)

Readers LettersReaders Letters
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However, I done the next best thing, (or perhaps the best thing) when I visited and played in Holland
many times back in the 90’s. More steel guitarists than you could shake a stick at, a Hawaiian gui-
tarists dream!

I met and played with all the famous musicians, including “The Kalima Hawaiians”, Rudi’s backing
musicians, Victor Gout, Walter Niesing, Peter Defrete’s, the list is never ending; this was Hawaiian
magic to me. Sadly many of those great players are dead now, (but not forgotten by me!)

I was informed by my good friend “Walter Niesing”, who I am still in touch with on a regular basis, that
only a few players are active in Holland nowadays, compared too about 30 years ago. 

I know there are tons of steelies in the States, (and Japan by all accounts) but in England, apart from
Basil and one or two others, it’s as dead as the proverbial Dodo.

Once the late Wout Steenhuis died in the early 80’s I’ve never heard any steel guitar on British radio,
and probably never will again?

Best wishes Pete Lake

DEVASTATED members of Stratford’s musical community have paid tribute to a
talented and inspirational pianist who died in a tragic road traffic collision earlier
this month.
Rohan Stewart-MacDonald, aged 42, died on 13th December, after being involved
in a collision with two lorries at the A46 Bishopton Island at around 10.45pm. It is be-
lieved he was initially in collision with a lorry travelling northbound from the A46 Bish-
opton Island, before being involved in a second collision with a lorry travelling
southbound towards the island.

Rohan, a leading light in the town’s music scene, was chairman of Stratford
Chamber Choir, chair of the Friends of Music at Holy Trinity Church and a

renowned music academic and pianist. Originally from Solihull, he went to study at the prestigious Purcell
School in London before going on to become a choral scholar at Cambridge.
He remained at Cambridge for 17 years, completing his PHD and teaching under-graduates and postgraduates.
Rohan eventually became Director of Music and Bye-Fellow of Murray Edwards College, and a respected academic
in fields such as 18th and 19th century British music and the music of Muzio Clementi. After 26 years away Rohan
moved to Stratford in 2014, immediately breathing new life into the town’s music scene. Through his work at Holy
Trinity Church he engaged with Stratford College and the Birmingham Conservatoire, encouraging youngsters to
come and perform at the regular Soundbites sessions, at which he was also a regular performer.  He was also a
member of the Orchestra of the Swan Choir.

A joint statement from the Reverend Patrick Taylor, vicar at Holy Trinity Church, and Benedict Wilson, the
church’s director of music, said: “The Holy Trinity Church community is in a state of shock and disbelief following
Rohan’s tragic death. He was much loved and played a very active part in the life of our parish church. “He
was a talented musician, academic and pianist and sang in the church choir; in the choir, Rohan played an in-
tegral role in helping to recruit and train the trebles who joined. “He was chair of the Friends of the Music at
Holy Trinity and worked tirelessly to arrange concerts and fundraising events, regularly giving accomplished
piano performances at our weekly Wednesday lunchtime “Soundbites” concerts. 

Rohan was the grandson of Stewart Moffat who attended most of our Hawaiian meetings here in the
UK. We met Rohan only a few years ago, when he started playing piano at our meetings, he will be
greatly missed.  We send our condolences to his mother Lin.   

Tributes paid to talented Stratford musician
A report by Ben Lugg In the Stratford Upon Avon Herald
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Saw this on Alan Akaka’s facebook page, thought it was quite an interesting read. It was sent to
Alan by Justin P Asing, a cutting Justin’s mother had saved. 

An article in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin Tuesday, Dec. 27, 1966.
by JOHN S. WILSON (C) N.Y. Times Service.

One of the most characteristic sounds of Hawaiian music,
the moaning sigh of the steel guitar, is fading away. an in-
advertent victim of rock ‘n roll. According to Honolulu musi-
cians, there are only six or seven steel guitarists still playing
in the islands and no young guitarists are coming along to
take their place.
“The kids think Hawaiian music is a drag.” says Barney
lsaacs, a Hawaiian-Chinese who, at 42 years of age, is part
at what may be the last generation of steel guitarists.
“They want to play rock ‘n roll,” he went on. “You don’t have
to be a good guitarist for that. But the steel guitar is an in-
tricate instrument, It takes time to learn the fundamentals.
Then you have to put in your own tricks.”

The steel guitar was originated in 1916 when a Hawaiian
school boy, Joseph Kekuku. discovered you  could get an in-
teresting sound by placing a comb on  the strings of a six-string
guitar. Later he used a knife blade and then a piece of steel.
Today the instrument is simply a flat board or neck, carrying
eight strings. Some guitarists, including lsaacs, use two
necks. Each tuned differently. The strings are plucked with
curved picks worn on the thumb, index and middle fingers
of the right hand while a steel bar. is pressed on the strings

with the left hand and manipulated to cover one or more strings. The decline of the steel guitar began before
rock ‘n roll arrived.

Eddie Robbins, once one of the Island’s leading steel guitarists, dates it to 15 years ago when the Waikiki hotels
started varying their Hawaiian musical fare with ensembles that included pianos. Soon there were so many gui-
tarists that Robbins, a big, burly man, decided to become a crane operator for a construction company.

Now that guitarists are In  short supply, he cannot return to his music because he has lost one of the essentials
for a good steel guitarist, soft hands. “You have to have a sweet touch to play the steel guitar.” be explained,
displaying two huge hands hardened with callouses. “With callouses. you get a heavy touch. Your mind is there
but your fingers are not. Robbins‘s playing nowadays is limited to luaus and jam sessions at the Palm Tree
Inn, a Waikiki bar owned by lsaacs where Hawaiian guitarists, steel and otherwise, gather on Sundays to play
for themselves and their friends.

While the steel guitar is facing a dim future, another traditional Hawaiian instrument, the ukulele, is being lifted
to heights far beyond strumming. Herbert Ohta, a 32-year-old Honolulan of Japanese descent, who is known
professionally as Ohta-San, has developed a technique that enables him to play the ukulele with a tone. style
and virtuosity that suggest the classical guitar. He say: he is concentrating on the ukulele because it is possible
to move taster over the short neck of the instrument and to play more chords. The Instrument has unusual
qualities that he feels have not been properly exploited. “lt. has the range of a flute.” he said. “but It can also
be chorded. And you can‘t strum a guitar the way you can a ukulele.“

We have just heard that Alan Akaka’s father Former Sen. Daniel Akaka (D-Hawaii), who served in 
Congress for more than three decades, died on Thursday 6th April at the age of 93. 

We send our condolences to Alan and his family. 

Steel guitar sounds slowly fading away
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Richard Ho‘opi‘i,died at his home in Kahakuloa, Maui, on
March 3rd, he was 76.
Renowned for his lilting voice and the singing contest that bears
his name, he was both a pioneer and a preservationist in art of
Hawaiian falsetto.

Raised in a home founded on strict discipline and religious ob-
servance but also rich in music, Ho‘opi‘i and his elder brother
Solomon learned ukulele from their father, Frank, and sang
Hawaiian hymns at church.
Richard and Solomon gravitated toward the music of Uncle
Joe and Aunty Genoa Keawe, through whom they learned leo
kiekie, a style of falsetto that melds elements of traditional
Hawaiian chant and Christian hymn.

As the Ho‘opi‘i Brothers, they recorded a string of influential Hawaiian albums in the 1970s and ’80s and were
a mainstay at hula festivals and concerts around the state.
The brothers were recognized with a National Endowment for the Arts Heritage Fellowship in 1996 and the
Hawaii Academy of Recording Arts Lifetime Achievement Award in 2015. Solomon retired from performing shortly
after he and Richard won the 1997 Na Hoku Hanohano Award for Group of the Year on the strength of their final
album “Ho‘omau: To Perpetuate.” He died in 2006.
Richard continued to perform and in 2003 help found the Richard Ho‘opi‘i Leo Kiekie contest, which continues to
promote new generations of Hawaiian falsetto singers. That same year, he recorded a solo record, “Ululani.” Rozanne
Ho‘opi‘i said her father was to have undergone surgery for a heart-valve replacement but taken ill with  pneumonia
before that could happen.

Peter Moon, an ukulele virtuoso, businessman and composer
who contributed to a revival of Hawaiian music in the 1970s, died
Feb.17. He was 73.
According to entertainment observers, Moon had been in a Hon-
olulu care home for about a decade due to an illness. Kanikapila
Records said Moon had not performed or been seen in public
since 2005. Moon was a self-taught ukulele and slack key guitar
player and debuted on the album “Meet Palani Vaughan and the
Sunday Manoa” in 1968.
He continued recording with Sunday Manoa, which by the early
1970s comprised himself and Robert and Roland Cazimero, to
create three acclaimed albums of contemporary Hawaiian
music: “Guava Jam,” “Cracked Seed” and “The Sunday Manoa
3.” Darby said Moon’s early albums with the Cazimero brothers
were the “wellspring (of) the Hawaiian Renaissance.”

John Berger, writing in “Hawaiian Music &Musicians: An Encyclopedic History,” said Moon was a major figure
in the history of contemporary Hawaiian music. “No individual made a bigger individual contribution to the
music of the Hawaiian Renaissance than Peter Moon,” he wrote. After Sunday Manoa split up, Moon formed
the Peter Moon Band, which released its first album, “Tropical Storm,” in 1979. The album garnered five awards,
including album of the year and group of the year, at the Na Hoku Hanohano Awards.
In 1970 Moon also started an annual Hawaiian music concert called Kani kapila at Andrews Amphitheater at
the University of Hawaii at Manoa. The event ran until 1995 and provided a place for up-and-coming musicians
and dancers to gain exposure. Moon started his own record label in 1982 and continued to release more al-
bums with the Peter Moon Band until 2005. In the early 2000s he began teaching ukulele and slack key guitar.
He was inducted into the Hawaiian Music Hall of Fame in 2007.
Moon, of Korean and Chinese descent, was born in Honolulu and graduated from Roosevelt High School and
the University of Hawaii at Manoa in 1968 with a bachelor’s degree in English literature.

Richard Ho’opi’i performing at the 2015 Na Hoku 

Maui Falsetto Legend.Maui Falsetto Legend.

Ukulele Virtuoso.Ukulele Virtuoso.
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